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editorial

It may not interest you to know
what someone in my position
encounters on the way to making
another issue of This Magazine . . .
but I am going to tell you any way.
We moved (once again) just a
week or so ago and all went well, until
I fired up my everyday computer and
. . . nada. I could not do this job without having a backup computer and I
do. I am typing this on the “backup”
computer right now, so I am still
functional . . . but many of the files I
needed for this issue were stuck on
that other computer. (I had not transfered them to this computer yet.)
So, it was past time to “get under
the hood” of the dead one, so to
speak. Since there was no boot up the
problem was physical (not software)
and during a move, it is common that
something gets jarred lose. All it takes
is a loose memory module and a
computer starts morphing into a boat
anchor. So, remove and reinstall,
remove and reinstall, disconnect
superfluous attachments, and voila!
The computer started up . . . and then
hung just before the operating system
kicked in. Argh! To make a long story
shorter, it took almost three days of
fiddling to get it back up and functioning. Editorial terror, indeed!
On the plus side, we have never had
so many, high-quality authors submitting so many articles. I actually
first wrote for AFm because we had
“holes” to fill. Back when we produced a paper magazine, the printer

was expecting a 48-page issue. If the
48 pages didn’t get filled, there would
be blank pages! On one occasion, I
wrote two articles for the same issue
(out of desperation, I assure you).
But now, I find that when I ask
people to write for you, the number of
“yeses” has gone up substantially and
for that I am grateful.
In this issue, we have a veritable
cornucopia of articles for archers and
coaches. (This is another issue in
which you are getting more than you
paid for . . . Claudia is going to kill
me.)
We recently have been emphasizing a theme on the use of the
Internet. Arthur Halligey, from the
U.K., chimes in with his take on how
a coach can use the Internet as a
resource for his coaching. William
Moltzan took a little time off from
his Archery DIY projects (I have him
working on more!) to address his latest passion: the increased availably of
long form videos of archery competitions on the Internet.
As additional support for you
coaches, I got Charles Moffat of
Canada, to share some of his knowledge and experience on marketing a
coach’s services to the archery community. (If you are still in the camp
with those who think archery coaches should work for free, consider that
the highest paid employee in major
U.S. colleges is usually . . . their football coach. In our culture, if your skills
are valued, it shows up in the form of

payment for your services.) And people can’t use your services if they do
not know about them So, thanks,
Charles!
In addition, Coach Randi Smith
is back with help on how your tournaments can be more inclusive of disabled archers.
Among our more frequent contributors, Hugh Soar is back with a
“A Contrast of Bows” to parallel his
“A Contrast of Arrows” in the last
issue. Bob Ryder pitches in with a
piece on keeping an archery journal
and Tom Dorigatti continues his
journey through the Forest of Arrow
Rests.
And, Simon Needham and I
have reached the next to final stage in
our “Getting To” series. This final
stage (Getting to 600), nor the final
stage (Getting to 650), is the end, of
course, as elite archers are shooting
much higher scores. We are trying to
point out how you or your students
can get close enough to realize what it
takes to get into the fray at the top.
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery since 2005
She has coached archers to five Paralympic
medals, including two Paralympic Champion
titles. A Level 5-NTS coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt Lake Archery. She has
been the head coach for the Utah Hot Shots
JOAD club since 1986. Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educational psychology
and the other in adapted physical education;
both from the University of Utah. She is a
licensed professional counselor and therapeutic
recreation specialist.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Arthur Halligey tells us that “I have been in
archery for 19 years and coaching for 9 moving from Club Coach through Level 2, currently studying for the next level, County
Coach. I have been the President of the
Regional section of AGB I am currently Secretary of ACNI (a club for local Coaches) and
the British Long-Bow Society in Ireland.”

William Moltzan started archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk. Bought with my paper route money.
Hunted for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 20052011. 2011-current target compound, Hoyt
Contender. Build Arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe & mill.

Hugh D.H. Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the English longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recognition as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow' 'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'.
Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Worshipful Company of Fletchers, and the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Championships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-President and member of the NAA Board of Governors, pats Chairman and Executive Committee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

Charles Moffat is an archery instructor, personal trainer, bowyer, writer, and a soon-tobe-father of a bouncing baby boy. He enjoys
bowfishing and collecting antique bows [the
bow in the photo is an unstrung 1949 Bear
Grizzly Static].
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The Launcher
Blade Rest, Pt 2
An Historical Perspective
by Tom Dorigatti
My last article dealt with the original launcher
blades from the later 1960’s and how they haven’t
really changed much since then. I also discussed the
importance of nock rotation, hand positioning, and
other such items that help immensely with regard to
tuning a launcher blade rest. Included in the discussion was an old standby tuning procedure, offered up
by Larry Wise in his book “On Target for Tuning
Your Compound Bow” first published in 1985. Many
aspects of this “tuning process” are pretty much the
same as they were back in the 1980’s. I think it is
important to re-emphasize the importance of nock
rotation and acceptable contact by repeating a story
from the last article:
A True Story
A few years back I shot with a well known top professional archer for an entire day. The group was
shooting for quarters at the three-spot Vegas face
indoors at 20 yards. This person never missed a “10ring” all day, and most of his shots were “baby-X’s”!
He cleaned our clocks big time. He was, and still is
shooting a launcher blade arrow rest. When we finished shooting I took a look at his launcher blade and
there was vane residue all over that arrow rest! He
obviously had vane contact, but it was also obvious
that the contact was consistent and so was he, so he
wasn’t worried about it.
This slow motion video
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCIoZnXG1c8)
clearly shows that there will be contact and what happens to the blade as the arrow is launched. From this,
you can appreciate why nock alignment (or vane
alignment) is so important:
The last article in this series dealt primarily with
Golden Key and Golden Key-Futura arrow rests,
since back then those were predominately the rest to
go with. As times changed, archers demanded more
6

adjustability and also demanded downsizing of the
launcher blades to help them minimize (not necessarily eliminate) arrow/vane contact. With those blades,
I think it is important to clearly state that for quite
some time, the solid mounted “V-launcher blade”
arrow rests fell out of favor and were somewhat
replaced by many, many other types of arrow rests that
had some tension adjustability. Over the course of the
past 10 years or so (maybe longer), there has been a
trend of even having different blade thicknesses; the
most popular selections being 0.008˝, 0.010˝, and
0.012˝. These are sold in these thicknesses with an
arrow weight recommendation as to which thickness
of blade you should use based upon the mass/weight
of your arrow. In addition, these blades come in different widths as well. Blade width became a more
important factor with the advent of the carbon
arrows. It is a serious issue trying to shoot smaller
diameter carbon arrows with an uncut Pacesetter SS
blade because the shaft nestles so far down into the Vgroove. Of course shooting a super fat shaft off of a
blade designed to shoot small diameter arrows is at
the other side of the spectrum. Now with the advent
of 4 mm. diameter shafts (Easton just released some 4
mm. diameter “full metal jacket” shafts), smaller blade
widths will become even more important.
Some of the Newest Arrow Rests
It seems that the current rage is for spring steel
launcher blades that are fitted to the diameter and
weight of the arrow being shot out of the bow. Some
shooters are actually trying to shoot large diameter
arrows off of the narrowest blade made. Personally, I
think this is a bad idea, but we won’t get into that. It
also seems like the majority of top shooters are shooting fixed launcher blade rests. Of course, many are
still using the Golden Key-Futura Premier or Golden
Premier arrow rests they have had for years. The difArchery Focus

ference? Those shooters are using the “new” springsteel launcher blades with two holes that fit perfectly
on the original launcher support arm that comes with
those arrow rests.
I’m going to show only a few of the arrow rests on
the market today that support fixed-blade launcher
arms. There are so many choices today that I could
write a book on just fixed-blade arrow rests! I could
also write a book about the current passion for fallaway arrow rests, too. Options are rampant and I
won’t recommend one over another. One look at the
Lancaster Archery catalog under arrow rests is
enough to blow anyone’s mind! How a relatively new
compound shooter is to select an arow rest is beyond
me, there are so many choices.

Trophy Taker blades will fit onto the Brite Site ProTuner arrow rests.

Launcher Blade Arrow Rests
Besides Golden Key, several other archery manufacturers have marketed fixed-blade launcher arrow rests.
I am not going to show photos of more than just a
few.
One of the first ones was Brite-Site and the ProTuner arrow rest. This arrow rest went through several iterations over the years. The original Brite Site
Pro-Tuner didn’t have vertical adjustment, but did
feature blade angle adjustment and micro-tuning for
centershot.
AAE (Arizona Archery Enterprises) also markets
a very fine launcher arrow rest. Their mainstay is the
AAE Freakshow, named after Jesse Broadwater’s who
is nicknamed “The Freakshow.” This arrow rest incorporates everything an archer would desire in a launcher arrow rest. The arrow rest comes with four different
selections of launcher blades. The one draw back is
that this arrow rest is launcher blade specific. You can
only use blades made for this arrow rest. However, as
you can see from the photo, once installed, this blade
is not going to move. Third photo down shows a
Several years back, Brite Site marketed the Brite
Site Pro-Tuner Jesse that featured vertical adjustment,
micro tuning adjustment for centershot, blade angle
adjustment, and adjustment for torque-tuning the
arrow rest.
The next photo (column right top) shows several
iterations of the Pro-Tuner arrow rest’s evolution. The
one draw back about this arrow rest is that the
launcher blades are brand specific. (You need to buy
theirs.) However, the good thing about it is that there
is a single mounting screw and the blade fits into a
slot. Once installed the blade cannot move. Neither
the BEST launcher blades nor the Golden Key or
Archery Focus

Continued on Next Page
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clearer view of the blades and the options available
(widths and stiffnesses). They claim that blade
replacement is with “press fit accuracy.” Neither the
BEST blades nor any of the other brands, including
Golden Key blades will work on the AAE arrow rests.

Trophy Taker also marketed fixed launcher blade
arrow rests. The first Trophy Taker fixed-blade
launcher arrow rests were adjustable only for centershot and non-adjustable for blade angle. However, the
Trophy Taker SS arrow rest (next column top)was
adaptable to the BEST arrow launcher blades along
with, of course Trophy Taker blades, or any Golden
Key two-hole launcher blades.
Spot-Hogg, the company that my research shows
was making the Golden Key–Futura arrow rests and
still makes and markets the Premier and Golden
Premier launcher blade arrow rests. These rests are
compatible with all one or two holed launcher blades,
including the BEST launcher blades. Since I already
covered the nearly exact arrow rests from Golden
Key-Futura in the last article, I’m not going to repeat
8

that. You can look into AFm 21-3 to get that information.
Of course Spot-Hogg also has some different
variants of the Golden Premier. One of these is particularly interesting. The Spot-Hogg Edge Swap is a
launcher arrow rest that you can remove while traveling and then put it back onto the bow without this
affecting the arrow rest adjustment at all. I personally
can recall having problems while traveling because of
mishandling of my bow case by the airlines. I recall
having to re-tune my bow after I had pulled it out of
the bowcase and found that the mishandling by the
airlines had resulted in the arrow rest being misaligned and jammed. At that time I was shooting a
Golden Premier set up in a cushioned mode (not
locked down). The mishandling had resulted in the
mechanism being jammed. I had to re-tune the bow
after eliminating the jam.
Some bow manufacturers have also had arrow
rests made that specifically fit their bows. The Hoyt
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Pro Blade is only one example of this type of arrow
rest. Obviously this one is not adjustable for torquetuning, but it specifically fits the Hoyt bows. Thus the
arrow rest cannot be misaligned or knocked out of
adjustment. If you look at the photo, you will see that
the launcher blades are made to fit only this arrow
rest, so neither the BEST blades or other brands of
launcher blades will work on this arrow rest. I cannot
guarantee it, but it appears that the AAE Pro Blades
will fit the Hoyt Pro Blade arrow rest.
There are many, many new marketers of launcher
arrow rests, and as the popularity of both fixed and
fall-away launcher arrow rests grows, we are going to

see many more. The same goes with different launcher blades, too. How there is room in this market for
even more rests is amazing.
Some Different Launcher Blades
Many are familiar with the BEST Arrow Launchers by
Dave Cousins. If not, here is a refresher photo of
those blades. They come in three blade widths and
three blade thicknesses.

Beiter also makes launcher blades, but as you can
see from the photos, they do not make them in what
we Americans would call a “wide” blade. Since the
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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United States is the only country on the planet that
allows the use of any arrow over 23⁄64˝ diameter
(23XX in aluminum) in competition, the Europeans
see no need to make blades for arrows wider than
that.

Something Actually New!
Launchtec Launcher Blades
Before going “Historical,” there are some newer
launcher blades made in the United Kingdom that,
while not popular, are slowly generating interest here
in the United States.
Disclaimer I am not affiliated with Launchtec in
any way. I do have LaunchTec blades and I have used
them extensively.
It is the focus of this article to show the progression of the launcher blades from plastic to spring
steel, to varying thicknesses and widths, and now,
going back to plastic again! So, even in the world of
launcher blades, we are almost back full circle (again)!
These launcher blades are not made of steel or
spring steel, but rather are made of epoxy composite.
The advantage of using this material over steel is that
it will not rust, returns to its start position quicker
(that is, does not resonate like spring steel), has less
chatter on the draw (quieter and more stable to draw
on narrow blades), and is much, much “kinder” to carbon arrows (won’t chip or scratch them). In addition,
these blades do not suffer from fatigue, so they have a
more consistent performance.
These launcher blades can be ordered to fit
Trophy Taker (1 and 2 hole) in widths Extra Narrow,
Narrow and Wide, AAE Freakshow in Extra Narrow,
Narrow, and Wide, and Beiter, in Extra Narrow,
Narrow and Wide. The Trophy Taker blades also fit
on the Spot-Hogg/Golden Premier range of arrow
rests and any other arrow rests that accept Trophy
Taker blades. In addition they will fit the Hoyt Pro
Blade, The Spot-Hogg Swap, and the Hamskea arrow
rests.
Something most interesting about the Launchtec
blades is that they tested several strengths of blades to
10

cover the 0.008˝, 0.010˝, and 0.012˝ range of steel
blades and found that with the new material, it made
no difference! The conclusion was that changing the
thickness of the steel blade only slightly cuts down the
vibration, but the steel comes much farther past the
resting point than the Launchtec blade. The
dampening ability of the 0.012˝ Launchtec blade is
much quicker; thus the Launchtec Blades come in
only one thickness, and that is 0.012˝. In addition,
they tested the LaunchTec blade by bending it to
destruction and comparing this point to the failure of
a spring steel. You have to see this for yourself. They
have videos showing these differences on their website. The videos can be seen here: http://www.
launchtec.co.uk/development/

Some Older Launcher Arrow Rests
The following photos show some of the other launcher arrow rests that I have in my collection that were
once popular, but for one reason or another, fell out of
favor. Of course, once they fell out of favor, you could
Archery Focus

no longer get blades for them, so they went into the
drawer with the other countless “outdated” objects.
Remember, archers are finicky beings and they also
tend to follow the top shooters; what the “big guns
use” is what the mere mortal shooters will use. (This,
after all, is the purpose of advertizing. The manufacturers don’t make any more money unless they sell
over and over to the same customers.) Archers will
change rests even if they are shooting superbly with
what they already have. I’m guilty of that, just as the
rest of you. We archers are the “Kings and Queens of
Piddle.” I am not going to expound on these arrow
rests, but simply put them into a collage (at right) so
you can see the lengths (pun intended) we have gone
to with regard to our arrow rests.
Conclusion
In this article I showed some of the newer launcher
arrow rests that are available. Then I showed only a
mere smattering of older launcher arrow rests that I
have accumulated over the years. It wasn’t all in the
blades themselves. There were/are so many variants
that I could write a book about just the arrow rests, or
just the blades that have become available or were
once used and fell by the wayside. I pointed out previously that Golden Key alone made over 30 different
types of launcher blades! Tie this in with all of the
other arrow rest makers and we archers indeed have
too many choices and could spend years trying this
and that, only to end up right back where we started!

The popularity of compound arrow rests has come
full circle; first launchers were cool. They fell out of
favor to springy arrow rests and other types, from
Flippers, to Match I and Match II arrow rests, to
Prong launchers, and now, we are right back to either
shooting fixed-blade launchers or the latest craze, fall
away arrow rests . . . with their own breed of launcher
blades mounted upon them.
The one really “new” thing is the Launchtec
blades made out of epoxy composite that don’t fatigue
or rust and are much kinder to our soft carbon arrows.

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
Archery Focus
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Screaming Streaming
Tournament Videos
by William Moltzan
While growing up I always looked forward to
watching anything archery related on TV but they
were few and far between. If lucky during an Olympic
year, Wide World of Sports would show a 5 minute
segment of some archer preparing for the Olympics.
When the games were in progress, archery, if any
would be shown during the day while we were in
school. Then it’s 2008 and the Beijing Olympics are
going to take place. Commercials came out stating:
All Olympic Sports Will Be Televised. Wow! How could
this be? It could only be via Internet streaming on the
Olympic website. I started checking as soon as the
site was active to see if we’d actually get to view
Olympic Archery. To my delight it was true but I’d
have to get up in the middle of the night to watch it
live. Not a problem.
Little did I know World Archery started a
YouTube channel showing older archery video tournaments that same year. This was just incredible, as I
had never seen a full Olympic match, let alone a full
tournament. We were able to watch top notch archers
from all around the world. Many of the people we
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only saw on a 30-second video clip on some archery
website or in an advertisement for a product.
Then it’s 2012, the London Olympics, and again
they broadcast all the events live on the Internet. By
this time I found out there’s a World Cup organization that broadcasts live events, both indoors and outdoors, several times a year. I stared watching all these
events even if I had to stay up or get up early to watch
them.
Now it’s 2017 and the number of live events to
watch is incredible. Several different organizations
provide these events, some localized in geographic
areas of the world and some where everyone participates. Last year we saw the 2016 Rio Olympics where
Brady Ellison (USA) finally won a well-earned individual medal, having to shoot against two of his teammates to get to the Bronze medal final. We’re not
limited to live events as most of them are sitting out
there to replay at any time.
Tournaments
Many tournament videos are located at the World
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Archery YouTube page: https://www.youtube.com/
user/archerytv.
In the United States, live broadcasts will now be
at NBC Sports On-line. NBC Sports worked out a
deal with World Archery to broadcast Live World
Cup Archery Events through the end of 2020.
Shortly after each event is complete, it’s moved to the
Full Event Replays section and after a couple weeks
gets moved to World Archery’s YouTube page. I suggest checking both.
http://www.nbcsports.com/live
Indoor events begin in November and end in
March; Outdoor events begin in March and end in
October. World Cup Events schedule is located at
https://worldarchery.org/
Here’s what’s out there to watch, live & replay:
• World Cup Indoors & Outdoors, events going
back to 2005
• Asian games
• European Indoor
• European Finals Outdoor – Nottingham UK
• USA Open
• Gator Open - Florida
• Dublin Archery Finals
• Para Championships
Last, but not least, The Lancaster Classic provides 13 hours of one-on-one archery with commentary over two days. They do an equipment list
interview with each archer during the matches. Friday
and Saturday morning are elimination rounds that
aren’t one-on-one but group. They do some interviews during that stage, too. This event is located on
the Lancaster Archery channel. Searches & links are
provided at the end of this article.
All range of archers, junior, pro & senior.
Barebow, recurve & compound. Even kids and old
timers drilling the x ring with uncanny accuracy.
They do what’s called a shoot-up where the 4th
place archer shoots against the higher-placed and the
winner goes on until the top placed for the final. The
Classic is scheduled at the end of January.
Maybe they’ll do a similar outdoor event
A Great Training Aid
Some will say watching archery isn’t that exciting.
There are, however, many different reasons to watch.
For any archer, it’s a fantastic teaching aid. You’ll see
archers of different sizes, genders, and ages. Finger
shooters in recurve and every release you can imagine
in compound. It’s a great chance to see what the pros
look like, the equipment they use, the techniques they
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employ. What better way to see how the people who
do this for a living do things. The cameras often zoom
in on the archer’s form and release. Who could ask for
more? You’ll see how top archers have the same problems we have. Slow shots, target panic symptoms, and
equipment malfunctions are all visible. You then may
see how they recover from those problems, either during the rest of the match or in future matches. Maybe
you just like to watch archery and maybe you want to
cheer on your favorite archers or archers of your country. I watch for all those reasons.
Personalities
At first I wanted to watch USA archers mostly but
they weren’t always in the finals that were broadcast.
One event changed that for me. One of the archers I
viewed became a “personality.” The USA’s Braden
Gellenthien had a problem with his bow that was
going to prevent him from going to the final. His
competitor, Denmark’s Martin Damsbo, lent his spare
to him so he could compete. Are you kidding? He
would have won by default but risked losing by loaning his spare bow. What sportsmanship! Now I look
forward to watching many “personalities” at the tournaments in addition to those that are just great
archers.
Here’re some personalities/archers I enjoy watching:

Martin Damsbo, Danish Archer who loaned his spare
bow to his competitor. He’s also seen coaching his fellow Denmark archers but I even saw him coach
Canada’s Dietmar Trillus.
Compound Men Bronze - Antalya - Archery
World Cup 2013 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wa28rr_KN0c
Here, Dambso receives award for sportsmanship
https://worldarchery.org/news/101866/damsbo-netsact-fair-play-award
Martin Damsbo coaches Canadian 50+ Cabinet
Maker Dietmar Trillus. Archery World Cup 2011Continued on Next Page
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Stage 4 - Ind. Match #4 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H2dZdcBOH2o

Crystal Gauvin, financial analyst who gave up her
career to become a professional archer. She won
medals but wants to go to the Olympics so she gave
up compound for 2017 and switched to recurve. She’s
working with top USA coaches to achieve that goal.
Let’s cheer her on.
Crystal Gauvin v Yesim Bostan – Compound
Women’s Bronze Final | Odense 2016 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4IO2jPewJs

Marcella Tonioli, Top Italian archer with multi
colored hair. You won’t be watching her hair long
when she starts drilling out the 10 ring.
Marcella Tonioli v Crystal Gauvin – Compound
Women’s Semifinal | Odense 2016 https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=7JmphUdHWqo

Sergio Pagni, The Sultan of Smooth: top Italian archer
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who uses a multi-rod graphite stabilizer and wrist
strap hinge release. He’s a leftie.
Reo Wilde v Sergio Pagni – Compound Men’s
Gold Final | Medellin 2016 https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=wmflRdi2eiU

Brady Ellison: top USA & World recurve archer.
Finally wins individual medal at 2016 Olympics (Rio)
along with team Silver and team Silver at the London
Olympics.
Rio Replay: Men’s Individual Archery Bronze
Medal Match https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Sg0_LSHcGY4
Sjef van den Berg v Brady Ellison – Recurve
Men’s Gold Final | Odense 2016 https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=FS0kC29ahnM

Toja Cerne-Ellison – Top Slovenia compound archer
(married to Brady Ellison).
Sandrine Vandionant v Toja Cerne – Compound
Women’s Bronze Final | Nimes 2016 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=orpiK21s-08

Mel Nichols: who is this guy? See him coaching many
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US.. archers and Toja Cerne/Ellison. He’s Brady
Ellison’s stepfather. Top USA Olympic and World
Cup compound archery coach.

Lexi Keller: young USA compound archer from
Wisconsin who’s really making a name for herself. I
first saw her on Wisconsin’s outdoor show showing
her shooting in her father’s archery shop. Her form is
incredible. She shooting in the finals earning gold and
silver medals and will be someone we’ll see a lot more
of.
USA v India – Compound Mixed Team Bronze
Final | Medellin 2015 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=45a1GmIKsvo

Reo Wilde, The Honey Badger, brother of Logan
Wilde, and son of Dee Wilde. The “Wilde Bunch” is a
USA archery Dynasty. In older videos, you’ll see Reo
& Logan in many of the finals. We see Reo more
these days. We often hear of their father Dee but
never saw any tournaments with him . . . until this
year. He was in the senior division of the Lancaster
Classic (photo top right). His shooting was just stunning, drilling the arrows in the X ring. You need to
watch this.
Reo & Logan Wilde & Mel Nichols Archery
World Cup 2011- Stage 3 - Team Match #4 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=08-RLP_OiWg
Dee Wilde 2017 Lancaster Archery Classic: Senior
Open Finals – 13:20 into the video https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hg7IoP37uHM
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Mike Schlosser, “Mr. Perfect” from the Netherlands.
He’s had many perfect scores including a first ever
600 in Nimes 2015 ranking round indoor. He’s currently one of the top compound archers in the world.
Schloesser v Wilde – archery’s Mr. Perfect clashes with experienced pro | Nîmes 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcCjjsTP0ZU

Khatuna Lorig, who competed in the Olympics for
three nations: Russian Unified Team, Georgia, and
now United States. Taught Jennifer Lawrence how to
shoot for Hunger Games movie. Appears in a automobile tire commercial!
Khatuna Lorig v Mackenzie Brown – Recurve
Women’s Gold Final | Las Vegas 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tCaSgu6oRw

Continued on the Next Page
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Sara Lopez - #1 woman compound archer from
Columbia who always has a smile on her face.
Dahlia Crook v Sara Lopez – Compound
Women’s
Gold
Final
|
Antalya
2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jkgm6f-EhAI

Casey Kaufhold: 13-year old daughter of the owners of
Lancaster Archery, makes her way up the Women’s Recurve
Shoot-up ending against World Cup medal winner and
2016 Olympic team member 22-year old McKenzie
Brown. Here’s someone we’ll see in the future for sure.
2017 Lancaster Archery Classic: Women’s
Recurve Finals https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=40LRU9FGM1s
The Koreans: archery is their national sport.
They’re all good and top level, the ones to beat in
Recurve. If they’re in attendance, they’ll most likely
be in the finals.

Ki Bo Bae – Korean Olympic Archer who earned
16

medals in 2012 London & 2016 Rio Olympics as well
as World Cup.
Ki v Lin – Recurve Women’s Gold Final |
Copenhagen 2015 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=K_D6xM4dEK0
Tom Dielen, FITA/World Archery Secretary
General. talks about changing the format for compound competitions to distinguish it from recurve
which they did in 2011 changing it from 70 m to 50
m using 80 cm targets instead of 122 cm. (at 2:37
minutes into the video). He also says he wants compound to be part of the Olympics by 2012. Didn’t get
there but maybe in the future.
Episode Archery World Cup 2006 - Stage 1 - TV
Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ABoIhYEag6Y
These links are just a small sample of the events
available to watch.
Photo/Screen Capture permissions for the above graciously granted by World Archery & Lancaster Archery.
Class Acts!
One thing you’ll really notice during these archery
events: good behavior by the athletes and officials
involved. No bad manners, no screaming, throwing or
breaking equipment. Some times at the beginning of
a match competitors shake hands but always after the
match, winner or loser walks over to the other and
shakes hands, even the coaches. You can let your kids
watch and they’ll learn and witness sportsmanship.
Watching
Best way to find upcoming events to watch is to check
the World Archery website https://worldarchery.org/
There are sections for Events and Archery TV. Only
World Cup events will show up here but their
YouTube page (https://www.youtube.com/user/
archerytv) has everything listed. (You can “subscribe”
to their channel and be notified when new videos are
posted.) Check for events coming in the near future
and for videos of past events. There’s a lot of them
including non-World Cup Events already mentioned.
Most events that were streamed end up here for
replay. Events a couple days coming may show up
here with a countdown timer. I usually check at the
end of the week to see if an event is coming.
Sometimes an event is taking place and is not
streamed live but the following week or later it may be
streamed.
In the United States, live broadcast will be at
NBC Sports On-line as mentioned near the beginArchery Focus

ning of the article. http://www.nbcsports.com/live
Couple times the YouTube site had technical
issues so we were able to watch the event on their corresponding Facebook page: https://www.facebook.
com/WorldArchery/
For events that are streamed either live or not,
they usually post the entire event in one item. In
upcoming days or weeks they may split them up by
each match.
Watch on TV
Many may not want to watch events on a small laptop screen but with modern operating systems, this is
an easy problem to solve. Pick up an HDMI video
cable at any store that sells TV’s, even some home
centers have them, for under $10 and up. Plug the
cable into the HDMI port of your TV, the other end
to the HDMI port of your laptop or PC, go into the
menu or input section of your TV’s remote control
and select the HDMI port you connected to and
you’ll have your laptop screen appear on the TV.
Maximize your computer screen (go “full screen”) and
you’ll be watching archery on your TV. Windows 8
and 10 handle this easily. I’m sure Apple does as well.
It’s easy to find detailed instructions on the Internet if
you have problems hooking things up. It’s beyond the

If your computer and TV
have HDMI (HighDefinition Multimedia
Interface) ports, an inexpensive cable can route
what appears on your
computer screen to your
TV, so you can view tournaments in comfort!

Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
Archery Focus
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scope of this article to go into details of connecting
other than what I mentioned.
You don’t have to wait for the next live event.
There’s plenty of events you probably haven’t seen sitting out there waiting to be watched, enjoyed and
techniques & equipment learned from.
Searches
Here’s some search phrases to use inside YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/
Archery World Cup XXXX (XXXX is the year)
Archery Olympics Technical Film
Archery Olympics Technical Film – Archives
Archery Olympics Technical Film – Archives XXXX
archery gator cup
archery usa open
Lancaster Classic
Lancaster Archery
Lancaster Classic Shoot-up
Paralympic Games archery
Live Finals Dublin 2016 World Archery
European Archery Championships – results for
indoor & outdoor

+olympic+archery+videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Arc
hery+Olympics+Technical+Film+-+Archives
Dublin Finals
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Live
+Finals+Dublin+World+Archery
Gator Cup
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=worl
d+archery+gator+cup
Paralympic Games
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=paralympic+games+archery
Bowjunky Media, 3-D, Field, and Other Events
https://www.youtube.com/user/330Outdoors
https://www.facebook.com/pg/BowJunky/videos/
Enjoy!

Links
World Archery
https://worldarchery.org/
https://worldarchery.org/events
https://www.youtube.com/user/archerytv
https://www.youtube.com/user/archerytv/videos
https://www.facebook.com/WorldArchery/
NBC Sports Live Broadcast
http://www.nbcsports.com/live
USA Archery
https://www.youtube.com/user/USAArcheryTV/videos
http://www.teamusa.org/USA-Archery
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=usa+
archery+us+open
European Archery
http://www.archeryeurope.org
Lancaster Classic
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Lan
caster+classic+shootup
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Lan
caster+classic
Olympic Videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=2016
+olympic+archery+videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=2012
+olympic+archery+videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=2004
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Memo to Self: Keep
an Archery Journal
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Did you ever have a really unpleasant experience
that you didn’t want to repeat. If so, while you want mercifully to forget that experience ever happened, you need
to remember it in some way to keep it from happening
again. Memo to self : “Bob, never eat hot chili before a
church service!” While I honestly want to forget it, it is
very useful and valuable information that, if remembered,
helps to protect myself and the entire congregation from
. . . well you can imagine.
During a career in competitive archery that will soon
span 60 years, including shooting and coaching, I have
tried not to have to learn from the same mistake twice. I
work hard to remember all the things I’ve tried that failed
along with all the things I have found that worked. But I
am reminded of the Chinese proverb that says, “The
weakest ink is mightier that the strongest memory.” So,
what does that mean to you and me as we go forward
teaching and coaching collegiate archers. It means that
we should encourage our archers to create and keep an
Archery Journal from the very moment they buy into the
addiction, which is tournament archery.
I know. I’m talking to you as an Archery Coach who
is serious about having an impact on his archers’ future
success and all you’re hearing is, “Blah, blah, blah, do
more work, blah, blah, blah. I’m sorry, but this is actually
where a little bit of guidance from you will have them
doing all the work on a project themselves and that will
morph into their ability to help themselves to become
better and more independent. Ah, now that you look a
little more receptive; let’s talk about the details.
Why Keep a Journal?
Your students may ask you, “How can a journal help me?
And your simple response is, “Let me count the ways.”
• When you show up at practice you must learn to quiet
your busy mind and focus on the initial entry while
you plan your practice.
• At the end of practice, you will focus once again on
Archery Focus

what you did in practice, what you learned, what you
changed, what went right and/or wrong and what you
need to fix, improve, or work on in the next practice.
• You will record any experiments on and changes to
your form.
• You will record any changes to your equipment.
• You will record any changes to your setup or tune.
• You will record any scores shot in practice along with
any extenuating circumstances or conditions that may
have had an effect.
• You will record any scores shot in tournaments along
with any noteworthy circumstances or conditions.
Since all these entries are date stamped you will be
able to get in your time machine and travel back from the
U.S. Indoor Championships you are trying to get ready
for to the two previous U.S. Indoor Championships you
competed in to review the setups you shot and the results
they gave you.
Information like this and comparisons you can make
when looking back can often provide your greatest guidance going forward.
What a Deal!
An Archery Journal costs nothing to start. Your kids can
start it in a notebook that they already have or in a free
app like Evernote which has a pretty good search function. If they do want to buy something, they can purchase
a blank journal anywhere or a generic sport journal in
sporting goods stores. If you want the maximum flexibility you can purchase a small three-ring binder and print
your own customized pages.
Making A Customized Team Journal
You have a choice now. You can leave them on their own
to design their own personalized journal, which is certainly the easiest for you and allows the most motivated
of your archers an opportunity to further distance themContinued on the Next Page
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selves from their teammates and competition, or you can
do what I used to do and make a small (5 ½˝x 8 ½˝) Team
Handbook that included a Team Roster, Team Schedule,
Team Rules, Travel Rules, Shooter/Equipment Data
Form, Goals Form, Shot Plotting Scorecards, Tuning
Guidelines and Blank pages for notes. The value of providing useful reference material in the same book that
would house your archers journal pages is that it could
always be with them and it wouldn’t necessarily draw
attention to their use of a journal.
Whatever choice you and your kids make concerning your first journal remember that a journal can morph
from simple to complex as you get into its use. The next
step is for your team to learn how to use a journal to maximize its value.
How to Use an Archery Journal
Here is what I tell my archers: when you get to practice
take a moment to gather your thoughts as you shift your
focus from the busy outside world to archery practice (see
pages at end for examples).
Make sure to record today’s date and time noting
whether this is a practice session or is a competition.
Note whether you are shooting indoors or outdoors.
If indoors, write down what the lighting and temperature
are like. When shooting outdoors record how cloudy the
day is, along with the temperature, any precipitation and
what the wind conditions are.
Next, state what you plan to work on today. Whether
you will be working on form, timing, equipment, tuning,
the mental game or just building up your arrow count.
Describing your plan in as much detail or as little detail
as you think will be beneficial to you later.
We want to make sure that we record your activity
accurately as you want to be able to look back on how
much work you are able to accomplish at practice. Record
minutes of time spent in warm-up at the beginning of
the practice and stretching at the end of practice. Also,
record the number of arrows shot at blank bale, form
practice, scoring, to help keep track of arrow count and
stamina. Make note of any observations in real time
while practicing that you may want to refer back to at a
later time.
Make sure to record any changes that you may have
made to form, equipment or tuning during today’s practice. Note further whether the changes made were temporary or permanent along with related comments and
observations.
Always include notes on what you learned today.
Maybe the most important thing to write down at
the end of every practice is “What I Need to Work on
20

Next.” Without that note, by the time your archers write
three more papers and take two more tests and come
back to practice they’re lucky to remember whether they
shoot a recurve or a compound much less what they were
working on at their most recent practice.
What Else Can We Do?
You can have your archers incorporate their exercise program right into their Archery Journal to make a more
complete record of their efforts but I have another
thought that should be even more valuable. I’ve been
thinking about this for a while and I believe you can take
your archery journal and your shooting the next level by
incorporating three additional forms.
Shooter Data Form This document in intended to
record every aspect of your archer’s form as it can best be
described to serve as a record for future reference. Any
time that your archer changes his stance or how he hooks
the string, the form should be amended, including the
date of the change.
Equipment Data Form This form is used to record
every piece of equipment your archer uses including
information on backup equipment. In addition, every
measurement or detail available on your equipment is
recorded so that if something terrible happens you would
be able to replace his equipment and set it up to perform
with the least amount of difficulty. Naturally, any time
that your archer changes any piece of equipment or the
way it is set up or tuned you need to amend the form to
reflect the change.
Archery Change Log The change log pulls all your
archers records together by providing a single form that
you put all changes onto dated in chronological order.
Whenever you make a note on your Archery Journal
page showing that you made a change to Form,
Equipment or Tuning you automatically make a corresponding note on your Change Log and complete the
amendment to your Shooter or Equipment Data Form.
This will allow your archer to create an historical reference to track changes along with progress and development.
I hope that, after reading this article, I have helped you to
understand the value and power of an enhanced Archery
Journal. It puts the power of information right in the
hands of you and your archers and gives you one more
advantage over those who just shoot and hope for the
best without taking the time and making the effort to be
the best.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
Archery Focus
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Help with
Tournament
Organization
Accessibility Issues for Tournament Organizers
by Randi Smith, U.S. Paralympic Coach
Tournament season is coming up and as more
and more archers who use adaptive equipment are
shooting, more and more tournament organizers
want to make their tournaments more accessible to
adaptive and para-archers.
Definition
For purposes of this article para-archers are archers
who have been through the World Archery/Paralympic
classification process and have an official classification.
Adapted archers may be Paralympic eligible but they
have not been classified. They also may not be eligible
to be classified or they went through classification and
were found to be Not Eligible. However, they may still
use a stool or a chair or some other adaptive aid.
USA Archery has recently developed a policy making it easier for archers using
stools and chairs to shoot in
competitions. Those with classifications will shoot in para
categories; those without classifications may still
use stools or chairs or wheelchairs but they won’t
shoot in para categories.

local or club tournament more accessible, and how
to put together a competition for archers with disabilities.
Official Tournaments My definition of an official tournament is a tournament that needs to stick
to certain rules; there is not a lot of room for flexibility in the format or the categories. This would
include national championships, team selection
tournaments, and tournaments that are used for
ranking.
How Can You Make an Official Tournament
More Para Friendly? Make sure archers using
wheelchairs, walkers, crutches, etc., can get where
they need to go. How far is it from parking to registration? parking to the shooting line? the shooting line to the restrooms? Where are the concession
stands? How far are they from
parking and the shooting line?
Where are the scorecards
turned in? Where is equipment
inspection?
Along with looking at how far apart everything
is, look at the terrain and the surfaces. Gravel paths
are great for normal walking, but they are nasty for
people using wheelchairs or crutches. Are there
steps? If so, is there another way of access, that is
still a reasonable distance without steps?

Working for Archers
Who Have Disabilities

Some Helpful Advice
Here are some ideas divided into three segments:
how to make an official tournament (like a state or
national tournament) more friendly; how to make a
Archery Focus
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What about restrooms? Are they accessible?
Do they meet ADA standards? Are they close
enough?
Sharing information such as target assignments, current scores, and schedules can be an
issue. Most schedules and target assignments are
posted at about five feet off of the ground, in tiny
print. Both of those are
understandable, but it
would be nice if they were
low enough and big
enough print for people in
wheelchairs and people
with visual impairments.
Target assignments are
an important issue as
well.: para and adapted
archers should not be separated from other archers;
they should be mixed in
on the lines. Most archers
who use wheelchairs and stools prefer to stay on the
line (especially outdoors) instead of coming off and
on the line. When putting target assignments
together, if tournament organizers put three people
on each target (instead of four), the archer who
stays on the line can be on either the right or left
side, and the other two archers alternate on the
other side.
Registration Include on your registration form
somewhere for athletes to let you know if they use
stools or wheelchairs and if they stay on the line or
come on and off. This way you can plan for them
when you do target assignments.
Awards,
Etc.
Organizers need to think
about awards and banquets
as well. Is the award stand
accessible to archers using
wheelchairs? Is there a different way to do the
awards? Is the banquet
area accessible? What kind
of tables are there? Picnic
tables can be hard to get under or to slide onto. Is
it a buffet? Is there space between tables for those
who need extra room? Do you have someone who
can help carry plates? If you are handing out awards
or introducing people is there a ramp to the stage?
Local & Club Tournaments Local and club
tournament organizers need to think of everything

mentioned above, but they probably have more
flexibility. If they have an archer come in who doesn’t fit in the regular categories, they can form their
own categories. They can include shorter distances
for archers who can’t reach the official distances.
Although accessibility is still important, the set
up for the tournaments is usually not as complex
making many things much
easier.
Competitions
for
Archers with Disabilities
There are several organizations now putting on
events for athletes with
disabilities and many of
them include archery.
These can be a different
sort of challenge because
of the ranges of abilities
and of experience.
We have found it
works well to include official distances, but add a
novice distance. Everyone can shoot at the same
time, but by having the novices shoot shorter distances, the time spent prospecting for arrows is
reduced, and the archers have a lot more fun!
A format we have used successfully with adults
is to have the advanced/intermediate competitions
at the official distances (50 m for compound, 70 m
for recurve) and the novices all at 30 meters with an
80 cm target for compounds and 122 cm for
recurves. If kids are shooting, targets can be placed
at appropriate distances for them.
Scoring at a competition specifically for archers
with disabilities can be a
challenge. Sometimes a
group of volunteers can be
recruited and trained to
keep score. Categories for
awards are often predetermined by the event
organizers, but if not,
sometimes it is easiest to
see who the competitors
are and group them in a way that makes sense: by
age, disability type, shooting ability, or equipment.

“Most schedules and target
assignments are posted at about
five feet off of the ground, in tiny
print. Both of those are understandable, but it would be nice if
they were low enough and big
enough print for people in
wheelchairs and people with
visual impairments.”

“Organizers need to think about
awards and banquets as well. Is
the award stand accessible to
archers using wheelchairs? Is
there a different way to do the
awards?”
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I hope this is helpful to those of you on tournament
planning committees this summer!
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Marketing Strategies
for Archery Coaches
by Charles Moffatt
The Editor asked me for an article supplying
tips to archery coaches as to how they could market their
services. Here are twenty ideas you could use to promote
your coaching services. CM
1. Choose one/several niche topics for your archery
coaching business. For example, if you prefer to teach
longbow, but also teach Barebow Recurve/horse bow,
make those three bows align thematically with the
name of your business, e.g. As a personal trainer I
chose ‘Cardio Trek’ because I am not solely an
archery instructor, I am mostly a sports trainer and I
use various sports to get my personal training clients
outside exercising. I am also a fitness nerd, so having
a company name that sounded like ‘Star Trek’ while
simultaneously implying that fitness is a
journey/quest worked well for me.
2. Make an archery website/blog for your business and
answer questions from archers who are struggling to
find answers. See this link:
http://www.cardiotrek.ca/search/label/Archery for various questions
I have answered in the past, but also more generic
and sometimes entertaining posts on the topic.
3. Content, Content, Content – Being a prolific writer
helps when building and marketing a website. Write
as much as you can as often as you can on as many
topics as you feel are key to your core niche topics.
However avoid writing for the sake of writing, only
write if you have something important to say. Talking about archery equipment, common form mistakes, and lastly preventing sports injuries are excellent ways of building content in my opinion, but if
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4.

5.

6.

7.

you don’t have anything important to say on those
topics then focus on the topics you enjoy.
Make an effort to put your sense of humour into your
writing. People are more likely to share links to your
page on Facebook/Twitter/etc if your website is
entertaining, funny and informative. This in turn
brings in more archery students in a manner similar
to word-of-mouth.
Learn Search Engine Optimization (SEO) or hire
someone else to do it for you. The purpose of SEO is
to get your website listed in the top 10 results on a
search engine for a specific topic. So for example if
you wanted to top the list on Google for the topic of
‘atlanta georgia archery lessons’ then you would need
to do SEO which boosts your website’s popularity for
that phrase. To speed you on your way here is a free
SEO
advice
page
on
designSEO.ca:
http://www.designseo.ca/SEO-Advice.html. Especially read the page titled “The SEO Checklist.” That
website also lists various online marketing strategies.
Craigslist, Kijiji (a classifieds website that is more
popular in Canada) and other free classifieds are a
great way to advertise. Keep track of which ones
bring in the most people and then start using that
service more frequently. Some local classified websites might also be popular in your region so that is
handy to use too, as you need to be focusing your
efforts locally to get local students.
Don’t waste a lot of your time on Facebook/Twitter/etc. Those websites are huge time wasters and
Continued on the Next Page
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“Don’t waste a lot of your time
on Facebook/Twitter/etc. Those
websites are huge time wasters
and don’t actually bring in lots
of clients.”

don’t actually bring in lots
of clients. Make a Twitter
feed and a Facebook
page, but only update
them once per week.
StumbleUpon is more
effective for bringing
traffic in than Facebook/Twitter/etc, which will boost your popularity
but not necessarily your local clients (see #10 below).
8. Make an effort to take photos of yourself shooting, of
clients shooting (get their permission to use the photos of course), photos of arrow clusters on the target,
photos of sports injuries or form issues, photos of
archery equipment elegantly placed, etc, and use
those photos on your website either to make a point
or to illustrate what you are talking about.
9. Get Testimonials from Your Clients – If you do a good
job your clients will volunteer testimonials. Often their
testimonials will be quite short, like a simple “thank you
for teaching me” and other times they will be glowing
reports recommending you to other would-be archers.
See http://www.cardiotrek.ca/search/label/Testimonials for examples.
10. Think Local – Three percent of the keywords on your
website should be the name of your local town/city
where you are making your business. Also pay attention to whether the name has other cities in the world
with the same name. There is no point marketing to
Paris, France when you are living in Paris, Ontario so
the name of your province/state should be in there
too. Your goal here is to include the name of your
business location in one out of every 33 to 34 words.
Avoid going over the 3% margin.
11. Consider Old School
Advertising (Newspaper,
Magazine,
Television,
Etc.) However these
advertising methods are
more expensive and have a
lower Return On Investment. Advertising on such
things can get pricey in a
hurry, especially depending
on the topic. I used to do marketing for real estate years
ago before I became a personal trainer/archery instructor, so I can tell you that marketing real estate on traditional media is super expensive. Don’t waste any money
advertising on such things unless you can keep the costs
very, very low and your Return On Investment high.
12. Get Business Cards – People are always asking me

for business cards when they
find out what I do. Tip Don’t
list your phone number on
there. I don’t like my phone
number ringing while I am
teaching. List your email
address, your website, a nice
logo and maybe a slogan.
Don’t mention your rates either. Let them look up
your rates on your website. Business cards are also a
good way to promote word-of-mouth traffic, by giving them to clients and then they give the card to a
friend. A good practice is to give each client two cards
so they have one or two they can give away.
13.Don’t use PPC Advertising (eg. Google Adwords)
until you are already well established and already
profitable. You get better Return On Investment
from your SEO practices than you will from PPC.
Even when you do eventually get into PPC, your primary goals should be to boost name recognition, get
client conversions, and keep your costs low. Do not
get into a bidding war with rival instructors. Only
advertise on PPC within a 30 to 45 minute drive of
wherever you are teaching; there is no point advertising to people who are too far away.
14. Once in awhile, especially when you are not selling out
all your available time slots, you should offer promotional discounts. I also recommend offering discounts
to seniors. I love teaching seniors archery because they
have very flexible schedules and they are a joy to teach.
I have also been thinking of giving discounts to veterans, as that is a niche clientele worth exploring.
15. Carry a smart phone or pad of paper/pen with you
at all times and write down marketing ideas when
you think of them and then
remember to utilize the idea
later, e.g. when I think of
marketing idea I send myself
an email as a reminder using
my phone.
16. Offer Gift Vouchers I
estimate that approximately
10% of my clients are from
Gift Vouchers from people
who purchased archery lessons for a friend, lover, relative, co-worker, etc. So that is certainly something
worth doing. If you do so, I also recommend having an
expiry date on the Gift Voucher. I use 18 months for
my expiry. If people don’t collect on their Gift Voucher within the first 18 months, that is their fault. They
were given ample time.

“Get Business Cards – People
are always asking me for business cards when they find out
what I do. List your email
address, your website, a nice
logo and maybe a slogan.”
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17.Use more than one website to market yourself as
sometimes you will want
to separate websites based
on their theme, e.g. I have
my personal training
website (CardioTrek.ca)
but I also operate an offthe-grid real estate/
bowhunting/bowfishing/bowyer website (ProjectGridless.ca) which is
more for fun.
18.Get a local domain name
registrar code. So for
example if your business is in Canada, get a .CA registrar code.
19.Start developing brand awareness. This is really a
long term marketing strategy, but ideally what you
want is brand recognition within your local archery
community. That way if a newcomer asks your local
archers who they recommend for lessons, those other
archers will point and say “Oh, you should talk to
Steve. He is an archery instructor.” All advertising
boosts brand awareness, but it sticks in people’s
minds easier if you have a fancy logo, a nice slogan,
or even a memorable jingle.
20. Learn how to Calculate your Short Term Return
On Investment. Let’s say for example that during
one month you spend $500 on advertising that

includes a 10% discount code
that is valid for three months.
Over the next three months
lots of people contact you
and regardless of the discount code, you manage to
make $9,000 during those
three months off the people
using the discount code. This
is on top of any other archery
students who contacted you
and didn’t have the discount
code and were charged the
full rate. During this time
you should also keep track of
any money spent on new equipment, repairing or
replacing equipment, and any other business expenses (excluding marketing expenses). Once you have all
the info, take the total earned from your new archery
students, subtract the costs of business/equipment
expenses, and then divide that total by the amount
spent on marketing for that advertisement. So in the
above example, let’s say I make $9,000 minus $1500
in expenses over three months, and then divided by
$500. Total is $15 profit per dollar spent. On top of
that you probably also boosted your brand awareness
so you may make extra over the long term thanks to
word-of-mouth, brand recognition, purchase consideration, purchase intent, etc.

“Marketing yourself as an
archery coach is just like marketing yourself as anything else
practically. The big trick is you
have to think in terms of how
much of a Return On Investment
you are getting for every action
you do, regardless of whether
the action is taking money or
time to accomplish.”

Continued on the Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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21.Long Term Return On Investments are more difficult to calculate. Large corporations more often deal
with Long Term Return On Investment calculations
that get really complex. However I have a simpler
solution for calculating this. Determine your total
earnings for your entire career as an archery coach,
minus your total expenses, and then divided by the
total spent on marketing. This isn’t as complicated as
the formulas used by big corporations, but it will give
you a better idea of your marketing effectiveness
measured in dollars and cents. This will also give you
an idea how much you should be spending per year
on marketing, or alternatively how much time you
should be spending self-marketing if you are taking
the Do-It-Yourself approach.

to accomplish.
When I worked in the real estate marketing industry my boss once told me that advertising is like gambling. Sometimes you have to take a gamble. However,
why gamble with money when you can gamble with
time instead? Many of your best marketing options
won’t cost you a dime and will only take time, effort and
patience - things archers should be well familiar with. Be
prudent with your money. Aim to keep your costs low
and your returns high.

Oh gosh I could just keep going . . . but as with the
coaching dictum “Overdeliver if you can” you got 21 of
the promised 20 tips! Anyway, I hope this helps.
Marketing yourself as an archery coach is just like marketing yourself as anything else practically. The big trick
is you have to think in terms of how much of a Return
On Investment you are getting for every action you do,
regardless of whether the action is taking money or time

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Getting to 600:
It Starts with Planning
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
We started this series with a comment that
“there used to be some discussion in FITA (now
World Archery) circles about the stages a serious competitive archer went through. There were even awards
to be earned by reaching FITA Round thresholds of
1000 points, 1100 points, 1200 points, and finally
1300 points. These awards were
for both Recurve and Compound
styles.”
But the FITA International
Round has fallen out of favor and
is no longer shot enough to provide an almost universal framework of scores for discussion
about how an archer makes it up
the ladder to elite status. So we
decided to use the “72-arrow, sixends shot at a 122 cm target face
placed at 70 meter” Ranking
Round in its stead. Here are the
“levels” of scoring performance we are addressing.
Corresponding
FITA Round Mark
Ranking Round Mark
1000
500
1100
550
1200
600
1300
650
We also found some equivalent scoring numbers
for other popular rounds and if you are interested in
those, please go back and read that first article in the
series (How to Elevate the Status of Serious Competing
Archers in AFm 20-1).
Clarifying the Goal In the first five articles in this
Archery Focus

series we addressed these scoring goals and getting to
the first level, a score of 500 in the Ranking Round.
The next stage is getting to 550, which is roughly
equivalent to a score of 1100 in the FITA Round. A
score of 550 in the Ranking Round is also roughly
equivalent to holding the 4-ring on that target at that
distance. To many of you that
does not sound so hard. Getting
to a score of 600, though, is
roughly equivalent to holding the
6-ring, which doesn’t sound so
imposing, but getting to 600 (no
5s, 4s, 3s, 2s, 1s, 0s and few 6s for
that matter) is a significant more
difficult task and our goal is to
show you the path to get to it.
We are addressing these articles to those who are serious competitive archers through those of
you who coach serious competitive archers. We mean no disrespect to recreational
archers, we love them, but this series of articles is
directed to other folk. (Doesn’t mean archers, recreational or competitive, can’t lurk and find out what
those other blokes are going through, though.)
Steve
Steve Begins . . .
Most archers are focussed on how to shoot. They are
willing to entertain how to set up and tune their bow
and arrows because they believe it affects how they
shoot, but getting to a high level of scoring involves
Continued on the Next Page
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much more than just learning to shoot. We have
touched upon the mental
game of archery as well as
being physically fit to be
able to shoot the last arrow
in a round as strongly as the
first, but there is more.
Having a good bow and
tuned arrows can take you a long ways, but having
good optics, competition clothing (hot weather gear is
very important in southern regions, probably not so
much in the UK), tools for repairs and adjustments,
etc. are also necessary. So an archer’s equipment needs
are not just limited to bows and arrows. We will
address completing an archers “kit” in the next segment.
In this segment we address learning to compete.
This includes learning to adapt to differing conditions
(wind, heat, etc.). Learning to adjust to different fields.
Learning how to deal with fellow competitors, and
more. All of these things seem to become more important as one gets more competitive and they can often
have negative impacts on an archer’s ability to score.
In order to learn these things one has to be put in
harm’s way. Learning how to shoot high scores on
one’s home range certainly moves one down the road
toward better performances, but unless all of the
important championships that are desired to do well in
are at one’s home club, one needs to take one’s act on
the road.

sleep poorly in a motel bed
with awful pillows one time
to learn that a stiff neck is
not something conducive to
shooting well. I carry an
inflatable bed pillow when I
travel that can be combined
with another pillow or used
alone that has eliminated
this problem. Learning what you can and cannot safely eat “on the road” is also important. Many athletes
take what are called “comfort foods” along with them
when traveling far. These are foods that are known and
can help offset the effects of cuisines that are strange
to the archer. You can only learn this through experience because they are all personal. The pillow you find
“fine” may be miserable to another.
So, a competition season’s events typically start
fairly local and then move farther way.
To make a plan, all you need is a calendar (many
are available for free on the Internet) and a list of
events (again many are available on the Internet). You
need to know what your budget is for these events
because all have entrance fees, and travel is involved, as
well as food while on the road. And you need to know
what your goals are.
Managing Expectations You see athletes all of the
time on TV telling us that they came to the current
competition to win. All of the 100+ profession golfers,
for example, came to win a tournament, but only one
of them does. Having a “winning mindset” is fine . . .
if they have the capability of actually winning. If they
do not, it is a roadblock to progress as all they will
experience is dashed hopes over and over.
If they have an outcome goal for a tournament,
they need to have some reason to believe it is reasonable, not just possible, but reasonable. Let’s say your
archer wants to place in the top ten in his category at
a particular shoot. Ask them to look up the top ten
scores for the past three years (thankfully now available fairly often on the Internet) and take an average
of the three tenth place scores. Ask your archer if they
have shot that score in practice. Better, ask them if
their practice round scores for that round average that
tenth place score. If their average is the same as that
tenth place score, they have a roughly 50% chance of
making tenth place or better. A goal like this is acceptable. Better would be the case that their average score
were higher, but a goal should be something of a
stretch and not something easily attained (like winning a trophy in a pee wee soccer/football league in

“In the absence of any good
reason of being able to meet
their goal, that goal isn’t a goal,
it is only a wish, one that actually encourages poor
performance.”

Competition Planning—Macro
One can bumble from one competition to the next (I
did it for years), but serious archers need to plan ahead,
at least for most of a season (indoor, outdoor) to map
out a competitive pathway to the events they most
want to compete in.
Most major competitions (national championships, etc.) tend to be later in the season. If an archer
stays at home, with all of its inherent comforts: sleeping in one’s own bed, eating home cooked meals,
knowing the field and weather intimately, then one
goes to a major shoot in a different city, sleeping in a
hotel, eating in restaurants, performing on a strange
field in front of strange crowds and occasionally TV
cameras, the results can be disappointing.
All of the effects of travel become muted with
experience. So, a number of competitions on a competition calendar that are far enough away to require
overnight stays are a good thing. You only have to
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which every child gets a trophy).
In the absence of any good reason of being able to
meet their goal, that goal isn’t a goal, it is only a wish,
one that actually encourages poor performance. The
best focus for any archer in a competition is to shoot
their average. If they “shoot within themselves” and
have a good day, they will be on the high side of their
average. If there is wind or they get distracted by competitors, they will shoot lower. If, on the other hand,
they “try” to shoot a personal best, it is more likely they
will be tempted to do something which they have not
practiced in. The results will not be good.
Another good reason this is important for your
athletes to learn to establish the reasonableness of their
goals is the process informs practice. If the goal at the
end of the season is to place in such and such place
which requires a score of approximately <fill in the
blank> . . . then your archer has a driving force behind
getting his/her practice and local competition scores
up in the right place. (It is also a good time to help
them learn the value of tracking both practice round
and competition round scores and tracking the difference between them.)
Making the Plan I recommend the planning calendar be made in pencil or on a computer to empha-

size it can be changed; it is just a plan.
Competition Planning—Micro
Your archer goes to a six-arrow per end shoot with
eight arrows, then breaks/bends/loses three. What do
they learn? How many arrows does he/she need to
take? These are things that need to be discussed
because having an entire tournament ruined by not
having enough arrows to compete is a bit too harsh of
a punishment for the infraction. Experience may be
the best teacher, but it is very harsh. As coaches, we
can eliminate some of these more nasty lessons.
Having enough arrows is not necessarily a simple
question of how many to put in one’s quiver. Archers
on tight budgets may only be able to afford one dozen
at a time and as they get lost or damaged, them may
own only 7-8 arrows that are tuned in. Thinking ahead
can involve decisions to purchase extra arrows, practice
time to tune them in, even time to build them from
parts. Having the parts to build another dozen arrows
doesn’t help the night before a competition.
Preparing to perform well at a tournament
involves a great many decisions regarding how you
arrive at the tournament. Do you get up early and
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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drive three hours for a tournament that begins at 9
am? Which means you want to get there at 8 am, so
you have to leave at 5 am, and so have to rise at 4 am
or 4:30 am. Is your archer a morning person; are they
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed at 8 am? If not, another
option might be driving to the venue the previous
evening and taking a room so as to not have to get up
so early (as in all aspects of society, the well-to-do economically have more options than those who have
limited resources).
I recommend that all of my archers keep a competition check list. (I supply a
generic one that I urge them
to personalize.) The list differs depending on the
weather. Some places are
very hot, so a priority is put
on shade, sunscreen, and
hydration. Other venues are
quite chilly, and a premium
is placed on layers of clothing your archer knows they
can shoot in as well as rain clothing, hats, etc.
Sunscreen, not so much. They may want to keep separate lists for different venues.
There is no level of detail that is considered too
fine. Archers have been denied participation in events
for violating dress codes or not possessing their membership cards. This is not only part of learning to take
responsibility for themselves, but also should be
viewed as learning how to support a good performance.
Some things can’t be prepared for. American compound archer Dave Cousins showed up in Sweden for
a world field championship competition, unfortunately his airline didn’t take his bow case along for the ride.
Mr. Cousins used a borrowed set of equipment and
acquitted himself well, but. . . . For this reason, Rick
McKinney told me that when he traveled, his finger
tab went along in his pocket. He said a bow and
arrows could be borrowed or replaced but a broken in
tab. . . . Learning from experience is the hard way, we
can teach good competitive habits.

need to embrace. This will have been nurtured by you
throughout the archer’s progress, but will now increasingly come to the fore in all aspects of their training
and must become part of their life attitude. At this
level and above, improvement is based on mental
training. As I have suggested before, one of the best
systems of mental management for sportsmen and
women was created by Lanny Bassham. With Winning
in Mind and Freedom Flight, both written by Lanny
Basham, are must reads for any coach or sports person.
If you want your archers to get on, get them to read
them. If they are not big
readers then they are available in audio versions that
are great for listening to in
the car, on the way to work
or while training! For your
archers to succeed they
must be able to compete in
competitions, it does not
matter what scores they
achieve in practice, it is the
score they shoot in competition that sets the level they
have achieved. How many times have you heard
archers talking about what great scores they have shot
at practice but have underachieved at a competition.
With your help, in picking events and competition
preparation you will be able to bring the levels of practice and competition to the same levels. Unfortunately,
the competitions that your archers will be able to
attend may be constrained by the depth of their pockets. Your location in the country will also have a large
bearing on the quantity and level of competitions that
they are able to attend.
Living in Scotland on the east coast, as I did and
do, meant that there were only two world class events
within a 90 minute drive, and only four in Scotland
altogether, the other two, being two hours plus away
from home meant staying over to give myself the best
opportunity of competing well. Most other competitions I went to, were a six hour drive away, 400 miles,
and a definite stay over. Yet, those living in Mid
England, can attend a world class event most weekends within a two hour drive of their homes. Clearly,
geography plays a role in participation.
The advantages I had, was that my training
ground was open for practice 24/7 with an indoor
range of 70 m and I was fortunate enough to be able
to fund the events that were away from home.
The way I managed moving up the rankings, was
initially to compete in Scotland, then moved to com-

“Preparing to perform well at a
tournament involves a great
many decisions regarding how
you arrive at the tournament. Do
you get up early and drive three
hours for a tournament that
begins at 9 am?”

Simon Continues ...
600+ is Much More Than Shooting and Tuning
If an archer practices regularly and maintains and
tunes their equipment moderately well, with a fairly
consistent form, they should be able to achieve 600. To
get higher scores, it is the mental aspects that they will
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petitions further afield. Fortunately, one of the other
archers on the Scottish squad, John Low, was also
interested in competing outside of Scotland, so we
teamed up and travelled together to events in
England, cutting both travel and accommodation fees.
Where there were good facilities we camped to keep
the costs down. Good facilities for us, included showers and toilets with somewhere close we could get a
good meal quickly, so we did not have to spend most
of the evening getting food, so getting an early night.
As there were two of us we
were able to get together at
the beginning of the season
and decide which events we
were going to try to get to.
As we both wanted to see
how far we could go with
the sport we had similar
goals and similar abilities,
this made it easier to plan
the season. We initially
looked for all the world
ranking events that were set
for the season, then narrowed them down by distance
and reputation of the field for getting good scores. We
then filled in the other weekends with good venues for
practice at the main events.

about being the overall winner but doing well in their
category, and moving up as the season goes on.
Personal Bests at competitions should always be celebrated, at whatever level the archer is at. For going further away to events you can help with your knowledge
of grounds that lend themselves to good scores, or may
suit an archer, some do shoot well in windy conditions.
Although, I do not push my archers to just premier
events, it is well worth them attending a few to see
what sort of scores the top archers can put in under the
same conditions as your
own archers. Being told that
a 635 was shot on a field
and there was a bit of a
breeze, is nothing like being
at the event and feeling the
conditions for themselves.
Sometimes being there and
seeing what can be done, in
sometimes difficult conditions, can give your archer
an insight into what can be
done giving them determination to raise their game. I remember shooting in
Cyprus in a gale, with storm clouds threatening, at
90m I was aiming off the edge of the boss and was
pleased with 294 for the 3 dozen, the top score was
323ish, unbelievable in those conditions but there was
proof that it could be done, as they say ‘seeing is believing.’ Retelling how is was, is just not the same.
This is where ‘peaking’ for events comes into the
selection process. Instead of only going to events that
the score counts, some need to be used for testing
equipment, form and tuning. So look to the events
that you want to prepare the archer to peak at, the
important ones that count. Then look to what events
to enter between the main ones. Some will be local
ones, as they are easy to get too and likely to be familiar to the archers. Others can be chosen on their standing as ‘good fields.’ How many events an archer can get
to over a season will, of course, depend on funding.
Ones that can get away every weekend, may end up
doing too much, though that will depend on the character of the archer. It is perhaps more important for
these archers that it is impressed on them that some of
these events are in themselves training events. Trying
to compete every weekend leaves little room for
improvement time, as the archer is reluctant to change
anything over a five day period between events, but
working on the premise that the next two weekends

“If an archer practices regularly
and maintains and tunes their
equipment moderately well, with
a fairly consistent form, they
should be able to achieve 600.
To get higher scores, it is the
mental aspects that they will
need to embrace.”

A Competition Guide
As the archer’s coach you will be in the best position
to advise your archers on which competitions to go for
and how to prepare for those events. The location of
competition will depend on their current level of
shooting and the depth of their pockets. To a certain
extent you may be able to ‘chum’ them up, to help cut
costs and have travelling companions. At the 600 level
your archers need to be placed in competitions that
they will generally do well in. Winning is an attitude
and it is from the 600 level that this attitude needs to
be nurtured. (Steve says “You need to win to learn how
to win.”)
If you put your archers in high level competitions
all the time they will just become participants. If the
level is too low they may win them all but not be
stretched. It will also depend on the type of person
they are and how they deal with results and placings,
and that will be for you to determine. All I can give is
suggestions on strategy for picking the events.
By now the archers should be attending local
events, to give them a standing in the area. With many
events awarding for the different levels it not always
Archery Focus
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are competition training events and it is the third one
that you are working towards. For me, using this attitude I competed most weekends over a season. But
generally worked on a three week peak, Week one
1000+ arrows, Week two was only around 850 with
Week 3 shooting only 500 mainly at the beginning of
the week with a rest day before the event I wanted to
peak for. The first and second weekends were events
that I was able to try things out at. I figured this plan
out by looking at patterns of scores and number of
practice arrows shot from my excel spreadsheet diary.
It came about originally due to work being busy just
before a major event, so I was unable to get all the
practice that I usually shot, 1000 arrows a week. So I
was able to replicate the three weeks to peak and it
worked for me.
Travelling and Staying Over
As much as possible travel should be arranged so that
it gets them there in plenty of time, it is no use only
just getting there in time if they are travelling in the
morning and not having time to set up and chill before
the start of the event. Ensure that the travel plans have
snag time built in so that even if there is a bit of delay
they will get there in time. Travelling companions can
also make a difference, travelling with like-minded

positive companions can enhance the attitude of the
archers. If they are travelling with someone who is
always negative about the outcomes and conditions
can really hamper an archer’s performance, they would
be better of travelling alone, even though the cost is
higher. If you get the archers to look at the hours and
money they have put into their training, they need to
give themselves the best chance of achieving their
potential.
Your archers have been putting all the practice
time in and when they do go away, and do not get a
good night’s sleep, this will inevitably effect their
scores. To a certain extent, the lack of sleep on a Friday
night will tend to effect the archer more on the
Sunday, it seems to skip a day. Ensuring regular sleep
throughout the week will also help. Some of the following suggestions may help towards them getting a
better night’s sleep while they are away.
• Take your pillow with you.
• But a calming scent on your pillow at home, use the
same scent when you go away. (Lavender)
• Check the temperature of you bedroom at home,
try and get the temperature the same when you are
away if possible, or use less bedding to try and keep
your sleeping temperature similar.
• Use a herbal shower gel before you go to bed

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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(Lavender) take the
same shower gel with
you when you go away.
• Try sleeping listening to
music (headphones)
• Eat similar things and
quantities as they do
during the week, it is
easy to ‘pig out’ when
they are away and are
going out to eat. Do that
after the competition.

too thick so that the string
catches on the bracer before
the nock leaves the string, or
the top that catches on the
string. I cut all the sleeves
off my shirts, so that the
string could not catch, especially as I do not use a bracer. So insure that your
archers practice in all the
clothing that they intend to
compete in.
Archers get so caught up in ensuring that their
shooting equipment is in good condition, especially
those that have limited funds, they put off getting
good optics to see where their arrows have landed.
Getting to this level can mean just getting them all on
the boss, and keeping them in a group, adjusting the
sight every end. At this level the archer needs to be
able to clearly spot every arrow of theirs on the target
and should now be adjusting the sight or point of aim
during the end especially when it is windy. So spending their money on good optics and a stand can, in
most cases, add more to an archers score than more

“At the 600 level your archers
need to be placed in competitions that they will generally do
well in. Winning is an attitude
and it is from the 600 level that
this attitude needs to be nurtured. (Steve says ‘You need to
win to learn how to win.’)”

At the Event
It is surprising how many archers have special clothing
they only use for competitions. Unbeknown to you
their less than average performance can sometimes
just be put down to miss fitting clothes, especially
when it is cold or wet. All the clothing and equipment
used in competitions should be used regularly in practice so that you can ensure that it is not interfering
with the archers performance. This should include
footwear as well, as a different sole composite can
affect the archers balance. That competition long
sleeved top that makes that front arm just that little

Continued on the Next Page

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!
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arrows. I feel that for target archery a spotting scope
and stand is best, as once it is set up you do not have
to spend time looking for the boss as you do with
binoculars. This leads on to the archer being able to
identify their arrows clearly. Once they have met their
target companions they need to look and see what
nock colours the others are using. If the archer is fortunate they may have more than one set of arrows,
otherwise they can see if the other archers will change
nocks, otherwise it is worth having a spare set of nocks
of a different colour in the box. It is the ability of the
archer to clearly recognise their arrows in the target
that will enable them to maintain the group in the
centre of the boss.
Back to food again! Again it is about getting the
archer to eat and drink the same types of food as they
normally do, some shoots I have been to have a burger van on the field at lunch breaks and some of the
archers go and stuff themselves – not conducive to
good a performance! Generally for a shoot I would
recommend a little evenly distributed throughout the
day, with perhaps a little more at the lunch break, this
I would start to eat on the way to the target after the
last end to lunch, so to
hopefully give it time to go
down before the recommencement of shooting.
Drinking though out the
day is essential, if the archer
is thirsty at any time, they
are dehydrated, and performance has already dropped
off. Personally I do not like flat water so like fizzy
water or slightly flavoured water. Drinks with high
sugar or caffeine levels are not generally the best
either. When it is hot, it does occasionally happen in
Scotland, the archer needs to drink more than just
water as too much water washes the salts and sugars
out of the body, so when hot it is worth working on a
liquid mix with the archers at home that they can
replicate when they are away. A small amount of
squash for flavour some sugar and a pinch of salt – a
hypertonic drink that will keep them hydrated
throughout the day.

work with them to try and insure they know what to
do if:
Nocking point splits
Bouncer/Bounce Outs
Another archer encroaches on their space on the
shooting line
Equipment failure
Cars moving in the distance behind targets
Calling a judge
Judgment goes against them
Miss
Archer not indicating their arrows
Shoot held up
Trousers split
Forgot food
Bow does not turn up – It happens with flights as
Steve said, happened to me, bow turned up on morning after practice day! I borrowed one.
Pen stops working
Shot out of turn
Name on leader board
Blown off the line
The list goes on, having prepared your archers as much
as possible with solutions to
these situations, it less likely
to upset their shooting for
the rest of the event.

“No matter how much your
archers try to ensure their
equipment it well looked after so
that it will get them through a
competition, failures happen.”

Situation Planning
No matter how much your archers try to ensure their
equipment it well looked after so that it will get them
through a competition, failures happen. You will need
to work with them for as many eventualities as you can
think of, and there will always be another one but
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Focusing on the Process
This is undoubtedly the key
to matching training, practice and competition scores:
if you can instill in your archers that all they are doing
is shooting every arrow ‘the best they can’ whether
they are in competition, training, or practice. If they
focus on the process of shooting every arrow the best
they can, one at a time, and they do that better than
anyone else they will get a good outcome. However
much you want your archers to win, however much
they want to win, if they are trying to win they are not
trying to shoot every arrow the best they can. In this
sport it is the process that is the key to outcome. In
practice get them to imagine they are in the competition. In the competition get them to imagine they are
in practice.
It is only in competition when the archer is behind
their average and they turn it around and get back to
their average. Getting them to recognise what they
did, to do that, and switching that ‘thing/focus’ on, in
subsequent competitions will enable them to succeed.
Archery Focus

No w Ava ilable!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Archery in a
Digital Age
by Arthur Halligey
A young lady appeared at the club the other
month. Her aunt had given her an Asian composite bow
that she had not used for some time. Showing an interest, and noticing the shot was with three fingers under, I
casually asked if she knew the ‘Mongolian’ (thumb)
release. “No, can you show, please,” was the answer.
The next week, armed with a suitable thumb ring I
was about to demonstrate some of the common grips.
“Oh, it’s all right” she said “I know how to do it.” “That’s
okay,” I replied, “I didn’t know anyone else in the Club
had tried this style.” “I don’t know about that. I looked it
up on the Internet.”
Yes, she found what she needed on the all pervading
Internet where you can find out anything. Where everyone is an expert and everyone can know as much as you.
For better or worse we are living in a digital age.
Most young people (and by this I mean up to about 35
years old) have grown up with digital technology, have
never known a life without computers having learnt IT
in school. It is commonplace in many countries, like
flicking a wall switch and knowing there will be light—
now—or turning a tap and knowing that water will
come forth—now. Got a question? Reach for a smart
phone or tablet and Google it (other search engines are
available). This technology is a way of life, not just
another clever piece of kit to amuse the older generation
who grew up with log tables, slide rules . . . and books
(remember them?). Now people are connected, communicating with each other instantly from and to just about
anywhere. Seeking and sharing information on
Facebook, Google Plus, Snap Chat Instagram,
Whatsapp. The list goes on (and may be out of date by
the time this is in print). This is an instant age and the
young archer appreciates instant feedback. Don’t just tell
me, show me—now!
Message boards became forums, which, like the little girl with a little curl are good when they are very good
but when bad they are horrid. It is not unusual for
archers to seek advice while providing very limited infor38

mation and for others gratuitously, and almost invariably
well meaning, offering their perceived wisdom based on
that information and their own understanding. An
archer once posted a single still picture of his naked
upper back when at full draw. “I’ve been shooting for 18
months, what do you think of my form?” Replies went
on for around five pages until someone began to ask
questions. “I am basing my form on Miss Kim Bo Bae.”
Not bad if he were about 10 stone lighter, good if 18
inches shorter, excellent if Korean, oh, and female.
Looking at the form of successful archers is acceptable;
copying an aspect of their form/technique is a mine
field. What about below the upper back, the head, the
front view, alignment, the loose. I haven’t even started on
body shape or practice let alone the mental state to
achieve the result.
But. . . But. . . Technology is a tool and there is a tool
for every job . . . take YouTube. Anyone can put up a
video showing “How X Should Be Done.” Some even
have their own ‘channel’ with a distillation of their own
wisdom. ‘Learn to shoot correctly . . . my way!’ It is possible that they are aimed at a specific style of archery,
Olympic, Traditional, Compound, Horse Back, etc.
While it may be all right for it’s intended audience –
there is no ‘right’ way to shoot for everyone – most of the
content is inappropriate for what I have been trained to
deliver to my archers. The trouble is that you can not
stop people browsing. They may not even be looking for
the next best thing or a quick fix and just stumble on
what looks cool, whatever ‘cool’ is. But the internet is a
tool. The use of YouTube by coaches (across all sports)
increased from 19% in 2014 to 66% in 2015. What they
coach and what use they make of it would be interesting
to find out (I even read a report of a team coach videoing training sessions and posting them). What potential
there is for coaching archery by using this! There is
nothing to stop you from compiling a catalogue of links
that you find supports your own coaching, whatever that
may be, and directing your archers to those links as
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appropriate.
Despite having suggested that the reference
(anchor) position and string location on the drawing fingers could be modified, an archer I was working with
persisted shooting at 18 meters in the way he had been
shown in the past. When he moved outdoors and shot
at 70 meters for the first time he couldn’t see the sight
aperture past the clicker housing on the bow window. I
suggested he look at a YouTube compilation of releases
from a recent championship and compare it with a few
shots of himself taken with a ‘phone camera’ – no direction other than just to look and think. At the next session the penny had dropped (as did the reference point)
with a stronger string on the finger position. A picture is
worth a thousand words – as long as it is the right picture; otherwise it will take more than a thousand words
to get back to where you started.
Dartfish and Kinova are
both excellent systems for
analysing video footage shot
on a camera via a computer –
see Marcus Wagner’s article
in AFm 19–4 for a full set
up. I still use an old Casio
Exlim 20 camera for it’s ability to shoot and play back in
up to 1,200 frames/second. Now there are apps which
offer lots of opportunities using tablets or even mobile
‘phones.’ About 25% of Coaches (all sports) use an iPad
(other makes of tablet devices are available). As above it
would be interesting to find out what it is used for.
Coaches Eye, (AFm 17–5) Huddle Technique, formerly Ubersense, (AFm 20–5) and Coach My Video are the
ones I am familiar with which give an opportunity to
record action and (almost) instantly play it back to the
trainee. Footage can be played in slow motion (about
120 fps depending on the device), freeze framed, run
backwards to highlight a particular action. Areas of
interest can be zoomed in on, overlaid with symbols
highlighting points of interest, angles, lines of force,
positions of joints, movement of equipment, timing etc.,
to indicate areas of strength for mental reinforcement as
well as areas for investigation to be considered. There is
even a ‘selfie stick’ for an iPad available where an overhead shot can be conveniently made without gantries!
Pictures and video footage can be compared with archers
who are demonstrating what is considered good form as
well as before and after video sessions often side by side
on a split screen. Footage may be posted by users
through the app to be consulted by all, although the pitfalls seen in YouTube footage above – i.e. anyone can

post footage appropriate or not – holds. The permission
of each individual or parent needs to be obtained before
any posting. Even before that, permission needs to be
given just to take photographs or videos. It is also worth
spending some time deciding what you want to get out
of the process, to have an objective for using this particular tool, before you reach for the technology as well as
reviewing the results and what is achieved afterwards.
How do you communicate all of this with your
archers? Face-to-face is desirable although distance and
time may not allow this in every circumstance. Surveys
show that about 29% of all coaches (all sports) use social
media (curiously the same survey shows only 13% use
Facebook and 4% Twitter). These seem to be overtaking
conventional email traffic which itself has almost
replaced the written Postal Service. These will allow
communication with one or several archers at a time as
well as embedding links to
video footage, YouTube etc.,
asking for feedback, informing parents, sharing what we
are trying to achieve.
There are other opportunities beyond this – communicating with other coaches.
Social media presents us with
the ability to connect with coaches, and not just those
from an archery background, scientists, medical and
other experts in their fields. The potential for continuing
your professional development is literately at your fingertips. The top five subjects, according to the survey,
discussed on line are; coaching children, new technologies for coaching, session planning, athlete development
and psychology. Remote Mentoring becomes a possibility. Learning from others whether they be peers, experts
or trainees – yes, you can learn all sorts of things from
trainees - just open your mind to the possibilities.
There is another opportunity when filming
sequences: a coach can review his/her own performance
as a feedback source and critically examine their own
strengths and weaknesses. Now, there’s a terrifying
thought to leave you with – sample how others see you
and improve yourself!

“‘I am basing my form on Miss
Kim Bo Bae.’ Not bad if he were
about 10 stone lighter, good if
18 inches shorter, excellent if
Korean, oh, and female.”
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Note Statistics in the above are quoted, with kind permission, from Sports Coach UK Research Department
collected in 2015, published in Coaching Edge, the
magazine issued by Sports Coach UK, covering all UK
based sports.
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A Contrast of
Bows
by Hugh D.H. Soar
“Bow – a weapon for shooting arrows” is the
dictionary definition, and no one would quarrel with
that (unintended pun). This simple description, however, scarcely does justice to the variety of devices
designed for the purpose and, more exactly, to those
now used in the West for recreational archery.
A newcomer to our great sport today, entranced
and entrapped by the sight of the mechanical marvels,
with their sleek colourful modernity, displayed at his
(or her) archery store can have little knowledge of
their now remote antecedents.
But, there are some who favour simplicity, whose
choice is the older weapon, the venerable long-bow,
the ‘crooked stick’ of yew with which their sturdy
forebears fought and hunted for survival. Men and
women of nature, bending what nature has provided
to their purpose.
There could be no greater contrast; and yet –
from the one has sprung the other, so in this short
piece we will endeavour to plot the road this change
has taken.
Exploring the Contrast
When in the mid-seventeenth century the long bow
ceased to be used for warfare, the recreational bow
emerged. First virtually indistinguishable from its
warrior cousin; still primarily of self-yew, but now

with a substantially lighter draw weight, carved
stringing horns, and handle coverings in velour decorated with silken ribbon and gold or silver wire, it
quickly developed a character of its own.
No bow from this early period is known to the
writer, and any potential survivor would be difficult to
date. However, one example, dated tentatively to the
cusp of the 17th /18th century exists and has been
meticulously described in the 2011 Journal of the
Society of Archer Antiquaries (No. 54). It is of yewbacked hickory with what appears to be an elm centre
lamination. 70 inches in length, it has a conventional
D cross section, but lacks a handle covering and is
tapered for stringing horns which are sadly missing.
Another early bow in the writer’s collection is
thought to date from the early 18th century. Originally
a self-yew bow, it has been hinged for carriage purposes and has, from the style of its decorated brass
and iron works been tentatively dated to the
1720/30’s. Its section is conventional ‘D’ with straight
sides and rounded belly. Stringing horns are fitted but
are not original.
Putting the two older examples to one side, perhaps for closer scrutiny later, we turn now to other
18th century recreational bows. These date from the
latter quarter of the century following a revival of
interest in archery by nobility, and the ‘higher’ social

Waring (the Elder) gents bow, late 18th C.
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class. From Scotland comes a bow made by Grant of
Edinburgh in about 1776, with a Royal Company of
Archers connection. Of self-lancewood and
unmarked draw weight it is 71 inches long, of flatbacked D section with rounded, sides and belly.
Stringing horns are original and side-nocked. It has
an over-draw ‘belly wedge’ in keeping with Scottish
bows of the period.

A detail of the side nock in a Grant bow, late 18th C.

An English bow, of ruby-wood backed hickory,
by Thomas Waring the Elder, dated to the 1780/90’s
is notable for a marked draw weight of 60 lbs, reflective of the longer distances then shot. Waring had
learned the art of bowyery from a Manchester firm of
hereditary bowmakers, knowledge which stood him
in good stead when his employer, Sir Ashton Lever,
formed the Toxophilite Society in 1781.
Backed bows were popular during late 18th and
early 19th centuries, particularly if they were slightly
reflexed. Although causing an unpleasant jar in the
hand on release reflexing improved cast and thus distance.
Thomas Roberts, author of ‘The English
Bowman’ records ‘Mr Waring’s ingenuity secured to
him by patent has greatly improved constructing the
backed bow by means of a very mechanical engine,
the use of which has enabled his bows a superior
power, elegance and effect.’
Whilst conventional bowmakers maintained the

Details of an Ainsworth bow, 18th C. (top) and Purle bow, 19th C,
core laminations (bottom).
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tradition of staves shaped by ‘float’ and spoke shave,
in those early ‘revivalist’ days, the way was open for
entrepreneurs to develop alternatives. Cabinet makers
with ‘offcuts’ to spare did this quite successfully, and
‘scarfing’ tapered pieces together replaced the more
conventional approaches. Typical of the genre was
Ainsworth of Preston; the writer possesses a bow by
him in tapered, scarf-jointed, hickory backing, yew
belly, and incorporating rosewood and fustic. 68 inches in length and with a straight ‘slab sided’ section, it
is marked as 51 lbs draw-weight. A rectangular
arrow-pass in mother of pearl also defies convention.
Ainsworth served the Liverpool and Mersey side
clubs who were delighted with his work.
As the 19th century got under way, the established
order was to change. Thomas Waring died prematurely in 1816 to be succeeded by his young son, also
Thomas, himself steeped in bowyery and full of
youthful enthusiasm. Whilst John Brand, in Scotland,
long time bower to the Royal Company of Archers,
became seriously ill and retired, to be replaced
through recommendation by young ex-apprentice
Peter Muir from his father’s respected Kilwinning,
Ayrshire bow making firm.

Detail of a Muir bow, 19th C, showing belly wedge.

Each quickly made their respective marks.
Waring the Younger appears to have concentrated
upon a shorter bow than before. Where 72 inches had
been the traditionally accepted norm, lengths were
now altered to 68 inches with draw-weights of 47 lbs.
A standard adopted also by young Peter Muir, who
was rapidly making a name for himself, both as bowmaker and archer.
Each served a bastion of the archery establishment – Waring became closely connected with the
Toxophilite Society, shortly to add ‘Royal’ to its title –
and issued the first of a practical ‘Treatise on Archery’
Continued on the Next Page
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booklets which were to run to many editions and
which remained the archery ‘vade mecum’ for over a
quarter of a century. (A vade mecum (vah day me cum)
is a handbook or guide that is kept constantly at hand for
consultation. Ed.)
Although each developed a style, they differed in
one important respect; Waring was innovative and
included backed bows within his itinerary, whilst
Muir was notable for his traditional preference for
yew. He departed from this preference just once – following a forestry exhibition he was given a quantity of
African hard-woods and from this made a number of
bows. However he reported that they did not meet his
expectations and the experiment was not repeated. He
maintained Scottish tradition by retaining the overdraw belly wedge for a period, but did not perpetuate
the side nock. His bows are distinguishable by the
half moon shape of his arrow pass, and the ‘spoon’
shaped upper stringing horn.
Before we leave Scotland a few words about an
unusual Scottish archery activity: the Papingo. This is
a wooden replica of a dove which is set up protruding
from the top of the tower of a Kilwinning (Ayrshire)
Church and which is shot at from below. ‘dinging
doon the doo’ in broad Scotspeak for those who succeed in dislodging it. An ancient tradition – at least
400 years old – it was once popular in England where
a live bird was shot at. Special bows of light draw
weight were used. A peculiar feature seems to have
been a concave back and the use of dark exotic wood.
The writer has an example, made by James Reid, a
Kilwinning bowyer. Peter Muir who was of
Kilwinning is said to have enjoyed the Papingo.

A detail of the Reid “Papingo” bow, 19th C.

Later Developments
Returning to England; and with the ultimate retirement of Waring the Younger in 1842, the stage was
set for change and the arrival of newcomers who were
to dominate the ‘quality’ scene for half a century and
more. In 1846, Thomas Aldred, James Buchanan, and
Joseph Ainge bought the bowmaking business of
David and John Freeman. Buchanan left the partnership early to form his own business, followed shortly
after by Ainge.
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On his own, and fully occupied by other matters,
Aldred’s infant business was heavily influenced by the
nearby Purle family of bow makers and it is perhaps
due to them that English bow design then changed.
Gone were the 68 inch bows of Waring, with their 46
lb draw-weights. - replaced by 72 inch weapons drawing 50 lbs and more, conventions perpetuated today.

Unmarked bow, late late 18th C.
Photo courtesy of the Manchester Museum.

Unlike Aldred, Buchanan, was able to devote full
time to bowyery and it is to him that we owe the next
invention. It had long been accepted for bows to
‘come around in compass’ or ‘work in the hand,’ as we
would say today. (This means that the bow bent all along
its length, including under the archer’s hand. Ed.) As
those who today have shot such weapons will tell you,
they can be uncomfortable in the hand. Buchanan
thought this through and designed and added a built
up ‘riser,’ a stiffened centre section offering a stable
platform for the bow hand. Due to the curved effect
at each end of the riser, the curves became known as
‘Buchanan dips’ and they rapidly entered standard
mainstream bowmaking.
Beside the more comfortable handle, there was
also a technical advantage. For with a non-working
handle each limb contributed separately, creating two
force curves thus improving cast.
We have reached the last of the 19th century innovations, and it is time now to glance briefly at the
bowmaking process a century and a half ago. It was
slow, but methodical, and it produced weapons that
have stood the test of time.
Logs of bow wood, when first received, were kept
for a year before being cut. They were then cut into 90
inch lengths and left for a further year. Bark was then
removed, sections roughly trimmed and cut into suitable limb lengths. Once done they rested for another
twelve months after which selected limbs were jointed – a double fishtail joint, done in Springtime when
the temperature was deemed right and put aside for a
fourth year to allow the glued joint to mature. The
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glued limbs were finally shaped, and a piece of
soft wood glued on to provide a rounded handle.
Finally it was ‘horned,’ tillered, weighed, a braid
handle cover added, the limbs polished and it
was ready for sale.
A word here about the “weighing of bows” to
establish the draw weight. Spring balances
(accumulators as they were at first known) had
yet to be invented, Establishing draw weight was
a lengthy process involving a platform hooked to
the braced bow, upon which individual weights
were placed until the string reached 28 inches.
The total of weights was then calculated, and
things moved on!
This then has been a broad outline of the
more important bow developments in over two
hundred years, during which the future of the
longbow seemed assured - until the 1930’s; for in
1932 a Swedish firm, See Fabrek Aktibolag, cre-

Detail of Renishaw bow handle , 17th C.
Photo courtesy of Michael Leach

ated a viable all-steel target bow.
And, that’s another story!

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of
archery. Uh, like “Be positive!” and “Never
describe how they are doing it wrong, describe
how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve
Ruis ran into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first extensive collection of
coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of arrows out of
bows but on how to coach people to do that
better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Thye Principles of Coaching Archery, Vol 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)
Archery Focus
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Do Your Students Have
Balance Problems?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
A key element of consistent accuracy is being
still while executing shots and a key part of being still
is maintaining good balance. Let’s explore this.
Do Your Students Have Balance IssuesS?
Rank beginners often adopt some interesting body
moves at full draw: shuffling their feet, swaying back
and forth, etc. Sometimes this is due to simplistic
thinking, e.g. “Hmm, I am aimed off to the left so I
will move over to the right . . . shuffle, shuffle, shuffle.” More often it is due to balance issues. The bow is
a heavy object for a young child and holding it out at
arm’s length is challenging. Most archers who stick
with it for some time develop relatively stable form
and we stop thinking about
the role of balance in their
shooting. This may be a
mistake.
So, how do we check to
see if they are struggling
with balance?
We’re glad you asked.
The simplest way is to watch them shoot. Pick out a
spot near their head and line it up with a point in
their visual background. If they are swaying of moving substantially at full draw, then you will see that
pint on their cap (or whatever) moving. Also look for
an inability to hold good, erect, full draw posture. If
they are constantly shift their weight on their legs or
front to back, then they are having problems. For a
more sensitive “tell” you can watch the tip of their

long stabilizer (if they use one) if it doesn’t settle into
a single spot, with slight movements around a center
of motion), there may be a balance problem. If they
shoot Barebow recurve, the top limb tip can serve for
this check.
What to Do About It
For young archers, serious drills are probably not the
answer. Often their balance problems are rooted in
holding a relatively heavy bow up at arm’s length. If
they seem relatively still at full draw, but when the
string is loosed either their bow drops like a rock or
they tend to tip a great deal to control it, they have a
common problem. An adult
holding up a six-pound
weight at arm’s length is no
hard task, but for a 10-year
old, holding up a four
pound weight at arm’s
length is quite difficult. The
deltoid arm muscles responsible for holding their arm
up haven’t developed much
by that time. A partial solution is to have them spread
their feet out a bit more. We can’t be specific because
we don’t know if their stance was already somewhat
wide or quite narrow. If their stance is quite narrow,
have them open the width of their stance until their
heels (not toes) are as far apart as their shoulders.
In the companion article for archers in this issue,
we describe self-exploratory activities based upon bal-

“Most archers who stick with it
for some time develop relatively
stable form and we stop thinking about the role of balance in
their shooting. This may be a
mistake.”
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ance and stance. One option to address
these issues is to lead them through these
exercises.
Drilling for Balance There are all kinds of balance training gear available at reasonable costs. These
can be as simple as a round disk of plywood with a
board or half sphere attached to the bottom to more
complicate devices involving inflatable disks. If you are
a DIY person, you can make such things yourself. A
piece of 3⁄4˝ plywood large enough to take their stance
on, with a small piece of 1x1 or 2x2 wood running
down the center of the short distance (across the
stance line makes a good “wobble board.” Kids have a
great deal of fun shooting while standing on such a rig.
Note the objective is not to make a precarious
perch from which to make shots; it is merely to slightly destabilize the archer to bring the balance issue to
the forefront of their sensations.
An even less expensive piece of drilling equipment can be made from swim noodles (see photo). Cut
a couple of eight inch pieces of a swim noodle and
place one piece cross ways under each of your archer’s
feet. Then they shoot while trying to keep their balance standing that way.
All of these pieces of rehab/training equipment
work by requiring extra effort to create and retain bal-

ance. Regular drills and scoring games can be used to
keep this kind of practice from becoming boring.
Practicing and Assessing by Themselves
There are things archers can do to improve their balance by themselves, even when they are not at the
range.
They can take a couple of minutes when they are
at the range and while shooting at a close butt.
Simply shoot a number of arrows while sighting
across a bow hand knuckle. If they are used to shooting off of their arrow’s point or using a sight, they
need to shoot a number of arrows to get used to the
correct height to hold the bow or they could line up
their aperture/arrow point with their point of aim and
then switch to looking at their knuckle. The object is
to shoot and have the knuckle stay relatively lined up
with the mark chosen before during and after the
shot. Doing five or more shots this way at each practice session will lead to an appreciation for how steady
they are and whether progress is being made to
becoming more steady. If they are more steady, they
are probably more balanced.
Similarly they can play balance games, while
waiting for a bus or even watching TV. Simply pick
up one foot and count how many seconds they can

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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Commercial balance boards (wobble boards, teeter boards) are available but can also be made from srap wood (see text).

manage to keep it off of the ground (one thousand
one, one thousand two, . . .). Obviously they need to
switch feet so both legs get worked out.
Back at the range or even at home they can draw
on a target POA, close their eyes, count to a number
(start at three, then move up when that become easy),
then open their eyes to see if they are still lined up. If
this is done at home, unless there is a home shooting
station, this is best done with no arrow on the bow.
This can be a game of “how long can you hold still at
full draw.” It is a balance workout as well as an archery
stamina workout.

Swim noodles can be cut into short segments. One such segment
placed under each foot while an archer is practicing is destabilizing
enough to bring the balance issue into the archer’s mind.

Conclusion
Balance and stillness can be trained for. For your
youngest charges, simple stance adjustments are suggested but not much more. With serious archers,
more complicated training can be done with inexpensive or DIY training aids.
Do realize that balance is something that is invisible until you look for it and just because it is out of
sight, it should not be out of a coach’s mind.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Exploring Balance
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
A key element of consistent accuracy is being
still while executing shots. This is not the case with
movie hero archers who never seem to take a shot at
anything less than a dead run, but their arrows are
CGI arrows, so since that is not an option on an
archery range, we’ll actually have to be accurate
instead of just looking like we are accurate. And, a key
part of being still is maintaining good balance. Let’s
explore this.
A Walkthrough Exploration of Archery Balance
Part of our balance system involves our sight, so you
are going to be asked to close your eyes for some of
these exercises, so it is necessary that you do these in
a place where if you lose your balance you will not fall
on something you can break or get injured upon.
Standing Still We start by asking you to stand up
with your feet together. Close your eyes and be aware
of your balance. You should be able to notice small
muscle twitches that keep
you in balance. No one is
perfectly still. These microcorrections are normal and
necessary for us to stand up.
Open your eyes. If you do
not readily notice these
minute muscle actions, try
standing on tiptoe and
repeat the exercise. This requires all of the microadjustments as well as more major ones to perform. An
alternative is to pull up one leg, like a flamingo does
to do this test. (This is actually called the Flamingo

Test.) The longer you can do it, the better your ability to stay in balance.
Various Stances Next take a square stance as if
shooting. Your heels should be about shoulder width
apart, with your feet in ordinary positions. Again
close your eyes and note your state of balance. You
should feel more balanced than when your feet were
together and so there should be less frequent microcorrections of your balance. Open your eyes.
Testing the Square Stance Again, adopt a square
stance and then hold your arms and hands in the positions they would be in at full draw but point the index
finger of your bow hand at some convenient spot
nearby (as on a wall). When you are all lined up (you
can move around to find a comfortable spot to “aim”
at), close your eyes and count to ten. While doing
this, note how balanced you feel. After you reach ten,
open your eyes and see how well you remained lined
up with the spot you chose. Most archers can do this
fairly well, but a little movement during the tens seconds is normal.
Testing Closed Stances
Starting from a square
stance and while hold your
arms and hands in the positions they would be in at
full draw, rotate your upper
body to the left. These body positions represent
closed stances (for a right-handed archer, the reverse
of you are left-handed). The test is the same, from one

“Close your eyes and be aware
of your balance. No one is perfectly still. These microcorrections are normal and necessary
for us to stand up.”
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of these possible stances that are closed,
point the index finger of your bow hand at
some convenient spot nearby. When you are
all lined up (you can move around to find a comfortable spot to “aim” at), close your eyes and count to
ten. While doing this, note how balanced you feel.
After you reach ten, open your eyes and see how well
you remained lined up with the spot you chose. Try a
slightly closed stance and then a more closed stance,
same test. As the stance becomes more closed many
archers find that they tend to drift back toward the
square stance or feel less well balanced in these positions.
Testing Open Stances Starting from a square stance
and while hold your arms and hands in the positions
they would be in at full draw, rotate your upper body
to the right. These body positions represent open
stances. The test is the same, from one of these possible stances that are open, point the index finger of
your bow hand at some convenient spot nearby.
When you are all lined up (you can move around to
find a comfortable spot to “aim” at), close your eyes
and count to ten. While doing this, note how balanced you feel. After you reach ten, open your eyes

and see how well you remained lined up with the spot
you chose. Try a slightly open stance and then a more
open stance. As the stance becomes more open many
archers find that they tend to drift back toward the
square stance or feel less well balanced in these positions.
A Recommendation
Most archers are taught from the beginning to adopt
a square stance. Many say that this is because it is
“easier” or “simpler” to teach. This is not really the
case. If you stand behind an archer using a square
stance (Do this sometime.) you will see that a line
across his/her toes runs straight the a spot directly
under the center of the target. At full draw this
archer’s arrow will be in virtually the same plane as
his/her toes, as well as the center of the target. This is
a basic condition for accuracy, the arrow has to be in
a vertical plane including the spot you want to hit
(assuming to wind or other outside forces) because
when it is launch, the only force remaining on it is
gravity that operates only up and down. So, a square
stance uses the natural form of the human body to
line up the arrow with target’s center. This body align-

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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There is a wide variety of
stances, each with variations.
The square or even stance is the
one most people start with (for
good reasons).
In an open stance the archer’s
feet are rotated toward the target as if on a Lazy Susan.
In a closed stance, the archer’s
feet are rotated in the opposite
direction as for an open stance.
In an oblique stance, one foot
or the other is slid forward relative to the other. The left can
be in front or the right,
depending on how it feels.
The objective of all of these is to
create a sense of stillness at full
draw, which we argue is based
upon how still you feel (and
are).

ment takes care of the left-right dimension
of aiming. (The up down is determined by
how high the bow is held. The consistency
between shots then depends a great deal on how
cleanly the string is loosed.)
If the line across the archer’s toes points to the
left, an open stance, the archer must twist back to the
right you get the arrow lined up. You must learn to
offset the tendency to drift back to the left (where the
toes point) and any inherent balance issues when you
adopt such a stance. If the line across the archers toes
points to the right, an closed stance, the archer must
twist back to the left you get the arrow lined up. You
must learn to offset the tendency to drift back to the
right (where the toes point) and any inherent balance
issues when you adopt such a stance.
Interestingly almost all coaches advocate an open
stance for archers: compound and recurve. Why this
is so is not clear. We advocate a slightly closed stance
(10-12°) for recurve archers and a square stance for
compound archers. The slightly closed stance for
recurve archers helps them get their torso aligned
with the bow, which compound archers need not do.
Continued on the Next Page

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Another Option
These are not the only stances, and no we are not
referring to bowhunters who shoot from kneeling
positions or even when laying on their backs. There is
a stance called the oblique stance. This may prove to
be the most stable platform for you to shoot from, but
you won’t know unless you test it.
Testing the Oblique Stance Starting from a square
stance and while hold your arms and hands in the
positions they would be in at full draw, move your left
foot forward six inches (15 cm) or so. You haven’t
turned your upper body, but your stance is now deeper from front-to-back while still the same width leftto-right. The test is the same, from this oblique
stance, point the index finger of your bow hand at
some convenient spot nearby. When you are all lined
up (you can move around to find a comfortable spot
to “aim” at), close your eyes and count to ten. While
doing this, note how balanced you feel. After you
reach ten, open your eyes and see how well you
remained lined up with the spot you chose. Try the
reverse oblique stance by moving your right foot forward from the square stance, same test. If you increase
the amount of separation you will find a point where

your balance degrades rapidly, which tells you that is
“too far.”
Conclusion
Balance is an important aspect of being still at full
draw, which is a requirement for consistent accuracy.
Spending a little time testing out your options for
archery stances may lead you to a more steady feeling
while shooting which generally leads to tighter groups
and higher scores.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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